**Why Gamble When Rebuilding A Honda or Acura Unit?**

Go with a SURE BET!!!

**SUPERIOR SURE-COOL® KIT VEHICLE APPLICATION REFERENCE CHART:**

### Translab/Superior Part# Box/Unit Codes

- **STL-HO4-295**
  - Lockup codes & clutch burnout
  - Lockup clutch drag in gear
  - Long, delayed, double bump reverse to drive engage when hot
  - 1-2 slide bump
  - Light to mid throttle 1-2 shudder
  - Ematic weak shifts Converter/case bearing "walk"

- **STL-HO4-323**
  - Lockup codes & clutch burnout
  - Lockup clutch drag in gear
  - Long, delayed, double bump reverse to drive engage when hot
  - 1-2 slide bump
  - Light to mid throttle 1-2 shudder
  - Ematic weak shifts Converter/case bearing "walk"

- **STL-HO4-388**
  - Lockup codes & clutch burnout
  - T.C.C slip/shudder at low rpm in 3RD gear below 36 mph
  - Long, delayed, or double bump reverse to drive engage when hot
  - 1-2 slide bump
  - Ematic, slip, or bump shifts
  - Light to mid throttle 1-2 shudder

- **STL-HO5-388**
  - Lockup codes & clutch burnout
  - T.C.C slip/shudder at low rpm in 3RD gear below 36 mph
  - Long, delayed, or double bump reverse to drive engage when hot
  - 1-2 slide bump
  - Light to mid throttle 1-2 shudder
  - Ematic, slip, or bump shifts

- **STL-HO5-MDKA**
  - Lockup codes, clutch burnout, T.C.C slip/shudder at low rpm in 3RD gear below 36 mph
  - Lockup clutch drag in gear @ idle
  - Light to mid throttle 1-2 shudder
  - Double bump reverse to drive engage when hot
  - 1-2 slide bump
  - Ematic, slip, or bump shifts

*NOTE: MRVA w/internal solenoids use STL-HO5-388 kit • MRVA in a CIVIC/CR-V w/externally mounted solenoids (1.5LT or smaller 4cyl.) use STL-HO4-295 kit

**NOTE: 03-05 BDGA, PVGA Large Case use the STL-HO5-MDKA kit • 04-06 BDGA use STL-HO5-MDKA kit • 07-08 BDGA use STL-HO5-MDKA kit • Address Questions at (850) 575-7155 or email: info@superiortransmission.com

### New Codes

- **STL-HO4-388**
  - M4TA, M4LA, M4WA, MRVA, MCVa, SORA (MRVA — **SEE NOTE**)

- **STL-HO4-323**
  - A4RA, B4RA, M4RA, S4RA, BDRA, B6RA, B7RA, B8RA (B7RA — **SEE NOTE**)

- **STL-HO5-MDKA**

Our Commitment To Quality & Innovation

At Superior Transmission Parts, we’re committed to the continuous development of innovative problem solving products for today’s automatic transmissions. From research & development and manufacturing to customer service and shipping, each member of the Superior team is dedicated to providing the best possible quality and service to our customers.

www.superiortransmission.com